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DUI - DRIVING WHILE UNDER INFLUENCE

Mon 05/29/2017 02:03

On 5/29/17 at approximately 0209hrs I was dispatched to Military Trail/Indian Creek Parkway Jupiter FL as a
backup officer. Upon arrival I made contact with officers on scene who stated that a black Mercedes bearing FL
Tag
was stopped in the right lane with the vehicle partially in the bike lane and the driver, who was
positively identified as B/M Eldrick T. Woods (12/30/75), was still in the vehicle. I then made contact with Ofc.
Palladino #362 who stated that Woods was extremely slow to answer questions, had slurred and mumbled
speech, and was slow to provide his DL, registration, and insurance. Ofc. Palladino advised that Woods was
showing signs of being impaired. The later investigation revealed fresh damage to the vehicle. Both drivers` side
tires were flat along with minor damage to both respective rims. There was also minor damage to the front
driver`s side bumper and rear bumper, and the passenger rear tail light appeared to be out.
At this time I repositioned my Jupiter Police Department patrol vehicle to the front of Woods` vehicle. I then
exited my vehicle and made contact with Woods. While speaking with Woods I observed his slow mumbled and
slurred speech. I asked Woods where he was coming from to which he stated "LA" and I then asked where he
was coming from tonight to which he stated LA again and that he was on his way down to Orange County. It
should be noted that Orange County California is to the south of LA California. I asked Woods if he knew where
he was at to which he stated he had no idea. I asked Woods if he had anything to drink to which he stated no, I
then asked him again if he was sure to and he stated he had nothing to drink. I identified myself as Ofc. Fandrey
from the Jupiter Police Department. I then informed Woods that he was in Jupiter Florida. I asked Woods if he
had taken any medication to which he stated
. I asked Woods if he had taken any illegal drugs to which
he stated no. Based on my observations I believed Woods to be under the influence to the extent that he could
not operate a motor vehicle. I asked Woods to exit his vehicle to which he complied. While exiting his vehicle he
utilized the door to maintain his balance while exiting his vehicle. It should be noted that Woods was swaying
and was using his arms to balance. I asked Woods if he wished to tie his shoes and he originally stated no that he
could not get down that far. I asked Woods to walk to the front of my patrol car to which he complied. Woods
then put his right foot on the front grill of my patrol vehicle in an attempt to retie his shoe. Woods then placed
his right foot down and lifted his left foot on the grill of the patrol vehicle. At this point Woods was swaying and
nearly lost his balance so I asked Woods if he wished to take off of his shoes. Woods removed his shoes and left
them under the front end of my patrol vehicle. I then had Woods stand to the front of my patrol vehicle facing
away from any flashing lights. It should be noted that the roadway is not well lit in the area. I also ensured that
my forward facing red and blue emergency lights were turned off. The only light coming from the front of my
patrol vehicle were the headlights and the spot light. I asked Woods to stand with his feet together and his arms
by his side. Woods placed his feet approximately 6 inches apart to which I continually asked Woods to move his
feet all the way together throughout the encounter. At this time I once again asked Woods where he was coming
from, to which he stated "Jupiter FL". It should be noted that he was informed he was in Jupiter before he exited
his car. I asked Woods where he was going to which he stated he did not know that he just likes to drive. I asked
Woods if he had any alcohol to which he stated no, I then asked Woods if he had any illegal drugs to which he
said no, and then I asked Woods if he had taken any medication to which he stated
. I asked Woods if he
had any head injuries in the last twenty four hours to which he replied no. I asked Woods if he had any injuries
that would stop him from standing on one foot or walking in a straight line to which he replied no. I informed
Woods that I believed him to be under the influence and I believed that he should not be driving. I asked Woods
if he would conduct Standardized Field Sobriety Tasks to
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determine if he was ok to be driving to which he agreed. While speaking with Woods he continually moved his
feet apart in an effort to maintain his balance.
During the instruction phase of the Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus Woods stated that he understood the
instructions. Woods eyes were extremely droopy and his pupils were dilated. Woods was not following
directions to place his feet together with his heel touching and toes touching. It should also be noted that Woods
was swaying front to back and side to side while standing still. I attempted several times to get Woods to follow
the light with his eyes and his eyes only; however, Woods was not following the light with his eyes but stated
that he was. Woods eyes did not move the entire time when I was moving the light from side to side. After re
explaining the instructions I again attempted to get Woods to follow the light with his eyes several more times.
Woods eyes remained extremely droopy and shut periodically as I attempted to get Woods to follow the light.
After several attempts of instructing Woods through the task I believed that I was going to be unable to complete
the HGN task due to Woods not following the directions.
At this point I asked Woods if he saw the white roadway line to which he stated that he did. I asked Woods to
place his left foot on the line and then place his right foot directly in front of his left with his heel touching his
toe. I explained several times for Woods to place his right foot in front of his left foot. While explaining the
actual walk and turn and demonstrating, Woods left the starting position to maintain his balance. Woods stated
that he understood the instructions. Woods took 8 steps missing heel to toe each time. On the 8th step Woods
stepped off to the right while trying to make a 9th step. On each step Woods paused to maintain his balance.
Woods stepped off line 6 times trying to maintain his balance. I stopped Woods and asked him if he remembered
the instructions to count out each step out loud. At this point I asked Woods if he wished to retry the task to
which he stated yes. The task was explained and demonstrated again. Woods took 6 steps out and did not count
any of the steps out loud. Woods also stepped off line at least 5 times and missed heel to toe each time. The task
was ended.
During the instruction and demonstration phase of the one legged stand Woods did not maintain the starting
position. Woods stated he understood the instructions. Woods did not raise either leg six inches off the ground.
Initially Woods lifted his right leg. Woods then began to lose his balance and placed his right foot behind in an
effort to maintain his balance. Woods then lifted his left leg and again had to step backwards to maintain his
balance. Woods then lifted his right foot off the ground again about an inch off the ground and placed his heel on
the ground. Woods was informed that he could stop and placed his foot on the ground and stepped backwards
again in an effort to maintain his balance.
During the instruction phase of the finger to nose I told Woods multiple times to place his feet together with his
heels touching and toes touching. Woods would only move a very small amount each time. Woods was swaying
throughout the instructions of the task. Woods was asked if he knew his right from his left to which he stated he
did. Woods stated he understood the instructions. Woods was told to close his eyes and tilt his head back to
which he complied. I directed Woods to bring his left hand up to touch the tip of his finger to the tip of his nose
and bring it back down. Woods was delayed in bringing up his left and once he did touch his nose he did not
bring his hand back down for approximately 15 seconds. Woods was reminded to bring his hand right back
down. Woods eventually brought his hand back down. Each time Woods was extremely slow in bringing his
hand back down to his side. During the double right Woods kept his hand up and was
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swaying front to back. Woods lost his balance and stepped forward making a movement as if he was going to
fall. Ofc. Palladino and I immediately moved towards Woods to ensure he did not fall over.
During the Romberg Alphabet instruction phase Woods was swaying front to back. Woods was asked if he knew
the entire English Alphabet from A-Z to which he stated he did. When asked what his highest level of education
was Woods stated "sophomore in college". After finishing the instructions, Woods was asked if he understood
the instructions to which he stated he did. Woods was asked what the instructions were, to which he stated "not
to sing the national anthem backwards" to which I repeated it to ensure that I heard Woods correctly. Woods was
then again read the instructions to which he stated he understood and said to repeat A-Z making sure he gets each
one correct. Woods began to walk off and seemed as if he was lost. Woods asked what we were doing to which I
again repeated the instructions. Woods correctly recited the alphabet.
Based on all of my observations, Woods SFSTs, and statements made by Woods, I believed I had probable cause
to arrest and charge Woods with DUI pursuant to Florida State Statutes. Woods was placed into handcuffs which
were double locked and checked for spacing and advised that he was being placed under arrest for suspicion of
DUI. Woods was later placed into the backseat of my patrol vehicle and was secured with the seatbelt. Woods
was later transported to the BAT where after a twenty minute observation period he was asked to provide a
lawful test of his breath. Woods provided two breath samples of 0.000 and 0.000. Woods was then asked to
provide a lawful test of his urine to determine if he had any drugs in his system to which he stated he would.
Woods was read his Miranda Warnings to which he stated he understood. Woods was asked if he wished to
answer any questions to which he said no. Woods provided a sample of his urine which I witnessed and later
placed into Jupiter Police Evidence. PFC. Borrows #380 responded out to the BAT where he conducted a Drug
Recognition Expert investigation. Woods was then placed into a holding cell while the proper paperwork was
completed. Woods was later explained his UTC Citation and Rough Arrest to which he signed both
acknowledging his court date and promising to appear on July 8th 2017, at 830am in Palm Beach Gardens North
County Court House. Woods was then turned over to the Palm Beach County Jail without incident. The SFSTs
were captured on my Jupiter Police Department Vehicle and a copy of the video was later placed into Jupiter
Police Evidence.
B/M Eldrick T. Woods (12/30/75) did drive or was in actual physical control of a vehicle, while under the
influence of alcoholic beverages or chemical substances as set forth in Florida Statute 877.111, or a controlled
substance as set forth in Florida Statute 893 or any combination thereof, and was affected to the extent that
his/her normal faculties were impaired; or while having a blood or breath alcohol level of .08 or higher, contrary
to Florida Statute 316.193(1).
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THE INFORMATION BELOW IS CONFIDENTIAL - FOR USE BY AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL ONLY

Case Status: CLOSED/CLEARED

Case Mng Status: NA

Occurred: 05/29/2017

Offense: DUI - DRIVING WHILE UNDER INFLUENCE
Investigator: HENNESSY, DONALD THOMAS
Supervisor: ALEXANDRE, J

(J1114)

Contact:

…

Date / Time: 05/29/2017 04:28:25, Monday
Supervisor Review Date / Time: 05/29/2017 04:55:37, Monday
Reference: Officer Follow Up

On Sunday May 28, 2017 at approximately 0203 hours I responded to southbound Military Trail south of Indian
Creek Parkway to assist Officer M. Palladino after he advised he had located a disabled vehicle stopped in the
roadway. Upon arrival I approached the driver`s side of the vehicle in order to monitor the movements of the driver
for Officer Safety. I observed the male driver and lone occupant of the vehicle, later identified as Eldrick T Woods
shuffling through several cards he had in his hand. I observed him grab his driver`s license and continue shuffling
through the other cards in his hand. The driver`s side windows of the vehicle were in the up position for the entire
time I was standing at the vehicle.
The male ultimately provided Officer Palladino with his driver`s license. Officer Palladino gave me the license
and I waited until Officer Imperiale arrived on scene to monitor the vehicle.
Officer Palladino indicated to me that he believed the driver may have been impaired, at which time I requested
Officer Fandrey to respond to conduct a DUI investigation. I remained on scene throughout the Standardized Field
Sobriety Tasks. After completing his investigation Officer Fandrey placed Woods under arrest.
I had no further involvement in this case.
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Supervisor Signature
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Case Status: CLOSED/CLEARED

Case Mng Status: NA

Occurred: 05/29/2017

Offense: DUI - DRIVING WHILE UNDER INFLUENCE
Investigator: IMPERIALE, NICHOLAS
Supervisor: FRANK, E

(J0868)

Contact:

(1169)

Date / Time: 05/29/2017 04:34:18, Monday
Supervisor Review Date / Time: 05/29/2017 15:56:23, Monday
Reference: Back Up / On Scene

On May 29, 2017, at 0203 hours Officer Palladino observed what appeared to be a disabled vehicle in the
southbound lanes of Military Trail just south of Indian Creek Parkway, and I responded as a backup officer for him.
Upon my arrival, I observed Officer Palladino standing at the passenger side window of a black Mercedes Benz (FL
tag
). I made contact with Officer Palladino at the passenger side window, and he asked me if I could just
watch the driver.
I began observing the driver as Officer Palladino went back towards his police vehicle. While monitoring the
vehicle and driver, the driver began reaching in his pockets and I asked him not to reach into his pockets for
anything. The driver complied with an inaudible mumble and put his hands in his lap. Shortly following my
request, the driver fell asleep with his eyes closed and his head up against the headrest. At one point the driver
woke up and pulled on the right side lever on the steering column. I asked, the driver what he pulled, and the driver
replied in a muffled tone, "what? Push the button?" and then pushed the button to start the vehicle. I immediately
had the driver push the button again to turn the vehicle back off. The driver complied and then fell back asleep a
few moments later.
Once other backup units arrived, I left the scene and went back in service. Further along during my shift, I was
requested by Sergeant Alexandre #221 to come back to the scene to complete a tow slip and inventory for the
vehicle because the driver had been arrested. Upon my arrival, I conducted inventory of the vehicle incident to it
being towed and noted all damage. The damage that was noted is as follows: driver`s side front and rear rims were
damaged and their respective tires were flat, the front bumper on the driver`s side was damaged, and there were
some white scrapes and scuff marks on the rear bumper, and the passenger side tail light appeared to be out.
Military trail from Indiantown Road to where the vehicle was found, was checked for any damage or vehicle parts
from the vehicle where a car crash may have occurred, with negative findings. The vehicle, a black Mercedes Benz
(FL tag #
), was towed by North County towing and a tow form was completed. During the inventory, I
obtained two pairs of sunglasses and a range finder which were placed into Jupiter Police Evidence as found
property. At this time, I have no further involvement in this case.
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Case Status: CLOSED/CLEARED

Case Mng Status: NA

Occurred: 05/29/2017

Offense: DUI - DRIVING WHILE UNDER INFLUENCE
Investigator: PALLADINO, MATTHEW
Supervisor: FRANK, E

(J0868)

Contact:

(1179)

Date / Time: 05/29/2017 08:45:49, Monday
Supervisor Review Date / Time: 05/29/2017 15:46:28, Monday
Reference: Back Up / On Scene

On May 29, 2017 at approximately 0203 hours I was patrolling in the Town of Jupiter, Palm Beach County, in the
area of Military Trail and Indian Creek Parkway in my full Jupiter Police Department issued uniform and marked
patrol vehicle #1306. While traveling southbound on Military Trail I turned into the right hand turn lane to go
westbound on Indian Creek Parkway. While in the right hand turn lane to go westbound on Indian Creek Parkway I
observed a dark colored vehicle with brake lights and right turn signal activated south of me on Military Trail.
While traveling closer to the vehicle I realized it to be a dark colored sedan which was not moving. I turned back
onto southbound Military Trail and pulled up to the rear of the vehicle. The vehicle`s rear brake lights and right turn
signal were still active. The vehicle was stopped in the right lane and its passenger side tires were partially blocking
the bicycle lane of southbound Military Trail just south of Indian Creek Parkway. There is no right turn lane near
the area of the stopped vehicle and it is a low lit area. The vehicle was partially blocking the right lane and bicycle
lane.
In my marked Jupiter Police Department vehicle, I pulled behind the stopped vehicle blocking the right hand
southbound lane activating my overhead red and blue emergency lights and Dashcam video. I advised Northcom
that I was approaching a black Mercedes (bearing FL tag:
) that is stopped in the roadway on southbound
Military Trail just south of Indian Creek Parkway in the right hand lane. The left side of the Mercedes sedan was
stopped over approximately half of the right hand lane and the right side of the vehicle was across the bicycle lane
solid white line.
Once Northcom advised the vehicle was clear I approached the vehicle from the passenger side. While on the
passenger side of the running vehicle I observed a B/M who was asleep behind the wheel in the driver seat. The
male had a phone in the middle of his lap and hands resting on the top of his legs. As I shined my flashlight into the
passenger window of the vehicle the male slightly opened his eyes and started slowly moving his arms around. The
male looked at me through the passenger window and appeared to be trying to open the window looking for the
right button. The male appeared to struggle finding the correct window button. Once the window was down I
identified the male that I am Officer Palladino with the Jupiter Police Department and the reason I was there was
because he was stopped in the roadway and asleep at the wheel.
I advised the male to place the vehicle in park and turn the vehicle off. While speaking with the male Sergeant
Hennessy arrived on scene as a back- up officer. The male`s reactions and movements were extremely slow. The
male started to point and touch above the rear view mirror. The male had extremely droopy eyelids and appeared to
be nodding off. I again asked the male to put the vehicle in park and turn it off. The male continued making very
slow movements and finally placed the vehicle in park and turned the car off. I asked the male if he had his driver`s
license, vehicle insurance, and vehicle registration. The male advised yes without looking for the items. I then
asked the male to retrieve the items for me which he advised yes. The male slowly opened the center console of the
vehicle and began moving different papers around. The male then provided his Florida Driver`s License. I
identified the male as, B/M Eldrick T. Woods 12/30/75, from his Florida Driver`s License. I asked Woods where he
was coming from and he stated "Jupiter". I asked Woods where he was going and he advised "Jupiter". Woods
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closed the center console and started to nod off again. I again asked Woods to provide me with his vehicle
insurance and registration. Woods advised yes and reached towards the glove box. Woods retrieved his insurance
and registration and handed it to me. I asked Woods again where he was going and he advised "Home". I asked
where his home is and he advised "Jupiter". I asked Woods again if he knew why I was speaking with him and he
advised "No". I stated he was stopped in the roadway with his right turn signal on. I asked Woods if he remembered
me explaining this earlier and he stated yes. I advised Woods to stay in the vehicle while I looked over his
paperwork.
Officer Imperiale arrived on scene and stood by with Woods in the vehicle. Officer Fandrey arrived on scene and I
advised him of signs of impairment and what I had observed. Officer Fandrey and I then approached the vehicle. I
stood by with Officer Fandrey while he conducted his investigation. While Officer Fandrey conducted his
investigation and Standardized Field Sobriety Tasks, I stood by for officer safety and the safety of Woods. While
on scene during the SFSTs I observed Woods swaying back and forth while being instructed on each task. During
the Walk and Turn Task I observed Woods not making heel to toe steps and not staying on the designated white
line. During the One Leg Stand Task I observed Woods keeping his raised foot up for only a short time. During the
Finger to Nose Task I observed Woods swaying back and forth. During this task he stepped back and then stepped
forward almost falling over. During the Romberg Alphabet Task, Woods was appeared to be swaying back and
forth. During all the tasks Woods movements appeared extremely slow. Woods took multiple steps when asked to
keep his feet together when given instructions for the starting position. Woods continued to move out of the starting
position throughout the tasks.
Once Officer Fandrey advised Woods to turn around and that he was under arrest, I assisted Officer Fandrey in
handcuffing. Woods was then placed into the back of Officer Fandrey`s marked police vehicle and transported to
the Palm Beach County Jail. I responded to the Palm Beach County Jail to drop of paperwork and assist. While in
the BAT center of the Jail I accompanied Officer Borrows, for officer safety, while he conducted his Drug
Recognition Expert (DRE) interview. Woods was issued a citation (Citation #A7RVVEE) for Improper
Parking/Stopping in the roadway/bicycle lane. Vehicle #1306 Dash-cam video was placed into Jupiter Police
Evidence.
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